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     Editor's Highlights
           Highlights during the month of May

Lisa Reisman
Executive Editor, MetalMiner
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Several of the industrial metals now look decidedly bearish. Commodities and
industrial metals also appear weak. Buying organizations will want to pay careful
attention to this month’s buying strategies.

The dollar continued to show strength, holding Kirmly above 97 throughout May
and topping 98 as the month progressed.

The U.S. agreed to lift Section 232 tariffs for steel and aluminum imports from
Canada and Mexico. The agreement requires stricter monitoring of international
cross-border trade to ensure enforcement of tariffs on imports from countries
not covered by the terms of agreement, such as imports of Chinese steel through
Canadian and Mexican borders.

In a surprise move, President Donald Trump threatened to impose a 5% tax on all
Mexican imports to the U.S. in retaliation for the number of migrants crossing
into the U.S.

Trade talks between the U.S. and China grew contentious, with both countries
applying tariffs against the other. The latest round of Chinese tariffs against the
U.S. covered $60 billion in U.S. imports across industries, essentially now
covering all U.S. exports.

China’s Large-Cap ETF (FXI) index slid this month to around 40, near January’s
short-term low of 38. According to the National Bureau of Statistics, the
government will likely step up with additional stimulus measures, such as extra
tax cuts, more infrastructure spending, trimmed policy rates and reductions in
bank reserves.

China's Caixin/Markit Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index weakened in
May to 49.4 from April’s reading of 50.2. The business conKidence reading also
dropped to 49.1 from 50.1, while non-manufacturing and services indicators
stayed Klat. The new order index was down to 49.8 from last month’s reading of
51.4.

The ISM Manufacturing PMI fell to 52.1 for May following April’s reading of 52.8.
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The CRB index moved sideways during May, but ultimately ended lower at 176. The index
fell to early-to-mid-January values, although still higher than the Jan. 1, 2019, value of 170.

Crude oil prices weakened to around $55/barrel due to an unexpected increase in U.S.
crude oil inventories. Weak reKinery output accounted for higher-than-expected crude
supplies, according to the Energy Information Administration.

Like crude, Brent oil futures also lost value this month, now at around $63/barrel and
down from last month’s short-term peak of $75/barrel.
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Industrial metals weakened this month, dropping to 15 from last month’s closing value of
17.

U.S. steel prices fell sharply this month and have now dropped below MetalMiner’s 2019
Annual Outlook support levels, with the exception of plate. This should signal to buying
organizations that the steel sector has moved solidly into bear territory and long-term
purchase decisions should remain on hold until signs of a recovery.

Iron ore prices continue to hold at signiKicantly higher levels due to supply reductions out of
Brazil and disruptions of supply from Australia. Prices remain at a Kive-year high of around
$100/mt.

As a result of Glencore’s complaint over slow delivery of warehouse metals, the London
Metal Exchange (LME) clariKied that policy texts reading “serviced immediately” should be
interpreted as “delivered as soon as practically possible, acting vigorously and without
delay” rather than “completed instantaneously upon request.” Earlier this year, Glencore
toyed with a “loophole” in the LME’s load-in and load-out rules (LILO), under which metal
must be shipped immediately should the delivery queue exceed 50 days.

According to press reports, Tesla Inc anticipates global metal shortages will eventually hit
nickel, copper and other electric vehicle (EV) battery minerals. In a rare public statement at
a recent industry conference, the company criticized the industry at large for
under-investing in mining. The company cited copper, nickel and lithium, speciKically.
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Aluminum           

Once again, the U.S. Midwest Aluminum Premium stayed Klat this month at around $0.19/pound. The COMEX Aluminum
European Premium May contract prices dropped to $88.57/ton, while the May 2019 COMEX Japanese aluminum
premium dropped to $94.33/ton. The repeal of the tariffs on Canada and Mexico has yet to alleviate high MW
premiums, suggesting something else has driven the higher MW premium (not tariffs, but more likely AD/CVD on
China, as well as automotive aluminum demand).
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LME Aluminum: June 1, 2019

Al

Aluminum DriversMarket Commentary
LME aluminum prices moved sideways as the month progressed, but showed some weakness by dropping below
support and hitting a new low for 2019 during the course of the month, which was also below the annual forecast level
of $1,850/mt. The price then regained some value and ended the month near May’s support level of $1,800/mt once
more, but lower than at the start of the month. Aluminum appears to have shifted to a long-term bear market.

Meanwhile, SHFE aluminum prices showed strength and trended upward again this month (but with some volatility).
The price peaked mid-month at CNY 14,335/mt before dropping slightly again to CNY 14,125/mt at month's end.

According to the latest data available from the International Aluminium Institute, primary aluminum production
decreased from 325,000 mt to 318,000 mt from March to April. Total global monthly production reached 5.20 million
mt, of which China’s production of 2.94 million mt accounted for nearly 57%.

Meanwhile, a Brazilian court granted Norsk Hydro permission to resume full operations at the company’s Alunorte
alumina reKinery. The plant has operated at 50% capacity since February 2018 following a spill of untreated water that
led regulators to call for the partial shutdown.

Alcoa maintains the industry will see a global aluminum deKicit of 1.5-1.9 million mt during 2019.

Rio Tinto CEO Jean-Sébastien Jacques said shipments to Europe increased recently following cooling demand in the
U.S., speciKically mentioning slowing automotive and construction demand.

According to aluminum giant Novelis, demand across its end markets continues to grow steadily. The company,
well-known in multiple verticals — including packaging, the beverage can space and construction — also supplies
aluminum automotive body sheet, including for the Toyota RAV4 and NIO ES6.

Industrial buying organizations can continue to buy as needed. Should prices approach and hold near resistance once more at $1,870/mt, this will
indicate the return of pricing momentum, at which time buying organizations may want to consider locking in short- to mid-term volume.
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Copper

6630

LME copper prices fell last month, but still remained within a longer-term sideways band that formed last July after
prices dropped from the June 2018 price spike to $7,300/mt. Prices had traded around  $6,840/mt for about 10
months. Copper remains in a long-term bull market.

SHFE copper prices also dropped back during May after a few months of trending upward, reaching CNY 46,520/mt
in late May after starting out the month at slightly over CNY 49,000/mt.

According to the latest numbers released by the International Copper Study Group (ICSG), world copper mine
production will remain Klat this year, but should increase by 1.9% in 2020. In 2018, production increased by 2.5%,
but technically the increase registers as a recovery because it followed 2017’s mine output drop.

Little new supply came online in 2018; the one exception, according to the ICSG, involved a restart in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC). However, output losses in Indonesia and Zambia due to regulatory and taxation issues
will offset the new capacity.

Electrolytic capacity in China, combined with increases in DRC electrowinning output and recovered output
following multiple capacity upgrades in 2018, will lead to increases in global reKined production.
While production looks set to increase by 2.8% this year, in 2020 output growth from new electrolytic reKined
methods may face constraints due to decreased availability of concentrates — limiting annual growth to 1.2%.

In 2019, production increases will also be offset by expected production decreases in China and Europe. However, on
a net basis, Chinese production will increase and will lead the global increase in reKined copper production in 2019
and 2020.

The ICSG’s 2020 global annual demand forecasts call for reKined copper usage to increase by 1.5% per year due to
infrastructure development in China and India, combined with a push toward clean energy, to support demand for
copper.

Based on supply and demand projections, the ICSG expects a global deKicit of 190,000 mt in 2019, but cautions that
any additional downshift in the Chinese economic growth forecast may mitigate the projected deKicit.
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Cu

Copper DriversMarket Commentary

Copper prices fell this month, with no clear signal that the downtrend has run its course. Therefore, industrial buying organizations can buy on the dips as
needed. A return to resistance-level pricing will indicate increased price momentum — at least, back to a sideways trend — at which time industrial
buying organizations may want to switch to a short-term (0-3 months) purchase strategy.
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Nickel           
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LME Nickel: June 1, 2019

Ni

Nickel DriversMarket Commentary

Nickel prices resumed moving sideways during May; therefore, buying organizations will want to watch the market carefully for price dips prior to
purchasing. If LME nickel prices fall close to support levels at $11,595/mt, buying organizations will have a good opportunity to commit to short-term
purchases. Mid- to long-term purchases are not recommended until a clear trend signal emerges.
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LME nickel prices found support again in May, following a month-long price correction off this year’s high. Prices
moved back again into a sideways pattern as the month of May came to a close. Nickel has not yet entered bear
territory. SHFE nickel prices also regained value, hitting over CNY 100,000/mt once more, ending slightly lower at
month's end at CNY 98,618/mt.

The International Nickel Study Group (INSG) estimates 2018’s market deKicit totaled 146,000 mt. For 2019, the INSG
forecasts a market deKicit, which would mark a fourth year in a row of the market in deKicit. However, the implicit
market deKicit could shrink to 84,000 mt.

According to INSG, world primary nickel usage totaled 2.32 million mt in 2018. The 2019 forecast anticipates global
consumption will increase to 2.46 million mt.

Hype over the use of nickel in EV batteries tends to impact nickel prices bullishly, but actual EV usage appears as
more hype than reality, with stainless demand still accounting for the vast majority of nickel metal usage.

Usage patterns, however, may shift as EV battery production moves to become more nickel-intensive and
manufacturers seek to minimize the use of cobalt due to supply concerns (even as cobalt prices fall). For example, St
George Mining Ltd revealed it is in talks with a Chinese battery maker interested in buying a stake in the company to
ensure access to nickel sulphide for EV batteries.

Recently, China’s CATL announced mass production of high-nickel batteries commenced in the form of the NCB 811
battery, composed of 80% nickel, 10% cobalt and 10% manganese. The company plans to expand production into
Germany, as well, during the next two years.

In Stainless Markets
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Flat-rolled stainless base prices continue to remain stable. For the second month in a row, however, alloy surcharges
are falling. The June surcharge for 304 is  $0.5760/lb, a decrease of $0.0520/lb compared to May. Although surcharges
are falling, buyers of stainless steel could consider minimizing the Kluctuations of the nickel component by exploring
alternative alloys to 304. If suitable for an application, 201 with 3.5% nickel would save $0.1793/lb comparing the 304
to 201 June alloy surcharges. Suppliers with strong technical support teams may be able to help buyers achieve cost
savings with an alternative alloy recommendation.
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Lead           
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Pb

Lead DriversMarket Commentary

Lead prices dropped further during May. Buying organizations can still continue to buy as needed, watching for price dips in case the market shifts
sideways. Buying organizations should only consider locking some volume (0-3 months’ worth of demand) if prices breach the $1,941/mt level in June.
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LME lead prices continue to drop, but on declining negative volume as the month of May came to a close. Despite
light selling volumes, lead sentiment still appears bearish.

The price rebounded after dropping below May’s support level. However, lead prices do not yet look set to rise and
lack a clear bullish pricing signal.  Prices could continue to drop or move sideways along with other industrial metals
impacted by the strong dollar and weaker oil prices.

SHFE lead prices also moved lower in May. Prices started the month at CNY 16,315/mt and ended at CNY 15,835/mt.

According to the most recent numbers available from the International Lead and Zinc Study Group (ILZSG), global
demand for lead declined by 0.2% in 2018, but looks poised to rise in 2019 by an estimated 1.2%. Demand is
expected to decline in China by 1.1%, but increasing demand in India, Japan and the Republic of Korea could offset
the decline. Demand in the U.S. will likely grow by 1.1% and in Europe by 1.8%, with the increase coming from rising
demand in France and Italy.

On the production side, the ILZSG anticipates a 1.8% increase in mine production, with an estimated 4.75 million
tons of output in 2019. In the U.S., lead concentrate supply from mining could drop, along with output in Mexico and
Peru, but increased output from China, India, Canada, Europe, and South Africa will offset those losses.

ReKined output will also increase, according to the ILZSG, with an increase of 2.5% in output to 11.94 million tons
this year; as with mining output, China and India will lead the increase. However, Australian output could rise by
14.3%, Korean output by 2.6% and European output by 2.9% (due to increases in Belgium and Italy).

Based on these Kigures, supply will exceed demand by an estimated 71,000 tons this year.
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Zinc           
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LME Zinc: June 1, 2019

Zn

Zinc DriversMarket Commentary

With prices lower this month, current prices still justify purchasing some volume. Given the current trend, buying organizations may want to buy only as
needed. Should prices breach resistance levels this month, indicating a return to sideways price momentum, industrial buyers will want to change
strategies to lock in necessary short-term purchases (0-3 months).
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LME zinc prices continued to fall this month, dropping below last month’s support level. Underlying trading
volumes indicate continued bearishness for the metal. Zinc has held its value better than the other industrial metals.

SHFE prices also showed weakness as the month progressed, falling back down to CNY 19,640/mt after starting the
month at CNY 20,920/mt.

According to the International Lead and Zinc Study Group (ILZSG), demand for zinc will increase this year following
four years of largely Klat demand growth. The U.S. will lead the increase with expected demand growth of 1%. The
forecast for Europe indicates a 0.7% increase in usage, led by increases in France, Italy and Poland. Demand in China
will likely grow by 0.6% after a drop of 1.3% in 2018.

Global zinc mining output looks set to rise by 6.2% this year by 13.48 million mt. The impetus behind the increase
comes from booming production increases of around 29.4% in Australia, with China contributing a healthy increase
of 3.3%, according to the forecast. Several other countries will contribute to the increase, as well — namely, South
Africa, Canada, Cuba, India and Namibia.

Due to First Quantum’s Pyhäsalmi mine closure, output will drop in Europe. Increases, however, will come from
Greece, the Russian Federation and Spain, such that European supplies of concentrate should rise by 1.1% in 2019.

The Goldcorp Peñasquito mine in Mexico will close due to environmental factors.

U.S. mine production will likely drop this year by 2.3%, while Peru’s output is forecast to decline 1.4%.

ReKined zinc output could also increase by 3.6% to 13.65 million mt this year. This will come mainly from recovered
Chinese output that looks set to rise by 5.3% this year following a 3.1% drop during 2018. ReKined production will
likely drop in Europe by 0.8%, because the Vladikavkaz 100-kt plant permanently closed in October 2018.
Production increases in France, Italy and Norway could offset the loss.

In spite of the increase in production of reKined supplies, the ILZSG anticipates that global demand for reKined zinc
will exceed supply this year, with a projected deKicit of 121,000 mt.
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Support and Resistance Indicator
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Tin Drivers

Sn

Market Commentary

Industrial buyers should buy only as needed. Should prices move higher and reach resistance, this will signal prices may strengthen once more. If this
happens, buying organizations should consider committing to some volume (3-5 months’ worth of demand).
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LME tin prices continued to fall into early May, following April’s precipitous drop.

During most of May, prices found stability and traded around a longer-term support level of $19,374/mt, a price
level commonly visited by LME tin prices since 2017. Toward the end of May, prices dropped once again, with
bearish implications for prices moving forward given that trade volumes remain negative at this time. Tin prices
look decidedly bearish.

SHFE tin prices dropped to CNY 144,920/mt in late May, a new low for the year.

The International Tin Association (ITA) reported rapid progress on Alphamin’s Bisie mine in the DRC, which is
currently in the testing phases. The Uis mine project in Namibia also looks close to completion. The two projects
will contribute 9,600 and 5,000 tpa toward global capacity in tin concentrate, and will Kill an immediate need to
offset declining ore grades at established mines, according to the ITA.

Aus Tin Mining announced that it secured regulatory approval for Stage 1 of its Taronga tin project, which took four
years to complete. According to the company, Taronga holds the world’s Kifth-largest undeveloped tin reserve.
Having secured approval, the company can begin site establishment with initial mining planned for by the end of
June 2019. It is anticipated the company will mine an initial parcel of approximately 50,000 tons of ore between the
lower grade Northern Zone and higher grade Southern Zone.

Renison recently announced its annual resource estimate for its Tasmanian mine, Renison Bell, increased by 22%,
up from 215,700 mt to 263,000 mt based on recent drilling results from its prospective area Bell 50.

Stellar Resources increased the overall Indicated Resource for its Heemskirk project in Tasmania by 64%. The total
mineral resource of an estimated 6.6 million mt rates at ore grade 1.1% Sn.
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MetalMiner IndX (SM) HRC: June 1, 2019

HRC

Market Commentary
After starting the month at $664/st, the U.S. HRC price dropped this month to its lowest price this year at $616/st.
The CME NYMEX HRC futures spot price closed the month quite a bit lower at $581/st, compared to last month’s
value of $654/st. Current mill lead times range between 2-6 weeks. HRC prices appear decidely bearish.

China HRC prices generally increased throughout 2019, starting  January at CNY 3,384/st. May's peak price hit CNY
3,656/st, while the price ended the month lower at CNY 3,592/st. Government stimulus measures and strong
construction demand, plus higher iron ore prices, helped support HRC prices recently.

During April 2019, world steel production totaled 156.7 million mt, a 6.4% increase over April 2018, according to
the World Steel Association. China produced 85 million metric tons, up 12.7% compared to last April. Production in
India totaled 8.8 million metric tons, a 1.5% increase compared with April 2018, with Japan producing a similar
amount at 8.6 million metric tons, which for Japan represented a 0.8% decline compared to the same month last
year.

U.S. steel production totaled 74 million metric tons in April, up 7.3% compared with last April.

According to ArcelorMittal’s most recent Kinancial reporting, steel shipments totaled 21.8 million metric tons during
Q1, an increase of 7.9% over Q4 2018 and up 2.2% compared with Q1 2018. However, the operating environment
impacted proKitability due to weaker economic activity, global overcapacity and rising raw material costs (namely
due to supply-side developments in Brazil).

The company chief stated imports to the European market hurt the company’s outlook and “safeguard measures
introduced by the European Commission have not been fully effective.'' While prices have Kirmed of late in China, so
far the European market does not reKlect the change. Therefore, ArcelorMittal announced a temporary reduction in
annual output by 3 million tons to shore up prices against weak demand in Europe. The company produces around
6% of the world’s total steel output.

Meanwhile, Japanese producer Tokyo Steel Manufacturing Co Ltd will keep steel prices unchanged in June for the
sixth month in a row on all of the company’s 15 steel products. The company cited weaker overseas demand and
high inventories in the domestic market.

In falling price markets, buying organizations can purchase as needed. Should prices turn around and increase once more, buyers should be alert that
prices may have resumed sideways momentum and switch strategies to making purchases on price dips. However, the current trend does not suggest
any reversal in the short term.
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CRC

Market Commentary
U.S. CRC prices showed clear weakness in May and dropped back to $741/st in late May after starting the month at
$813/st. This price represents the lowest price registered since 2017. CRC prices look decidely bearish. Lead times
for CRC range from 4-9 weeks.

Chinese CRC prices trended down as May progressed, ending at around CNY $3,765/st, getting near to the Jan. 1
price of CNY 3,747/st, after previously gaining around 3% this year. According to press reports, blast furnace
restrictions led producers to invest in downstream production, resulting in a CRC supply glut that has led to price
weakness.

Based on late May production Kigures published by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), the U.S. produced
39.42 million net tons so far in 2019, with capacity utilization averaging 81.8%, compared with last year’s rate of
76.6% for the same period (with 37.03 million net tons produced).

In the U.S., new orders for manufactured durable goods decreased by 2.1% in April to $248.4 billion, according to
recent data published by the U.S. Census Bureau. The decline followed a 1.7% increase in March that had seemed to
signal a reversal from negative growth in January and February. New orders of machinery held virtually Klat with a
0.1% increase, while shipments decreased by 0.3% compared with March. However, shipments moved up year on
year for April 2019 compared to April 2018 and registered positive year-to-date growth, with shipments up by 2.9%
and new orders up by 1.3%.

On May 17, President Trump lifted the U.S. Section 232 tariffs on steel (and aluminum) on Canada and Mexico.
Looking at U.S. steel import data, current imports are down as a result of the tariffs. Comparing April 2018 to 2019,
imports of steel from Canada dropped from 543,336 mt to 307,002 mt in April 2019. March year-on-year data
showed similar declines, dropping from 500,803 mt to 337,350 mt. Imports of steel from Mexico dropped from
281,061 mt in April 2018 to 183,581 in April 2019. March numbers were at 247,263 mt in 2018 and down to
225,417 mt in 2019.

CRC imports from all countries into the U.S. dropped from 190,579 mt in April 2018 to 137,268 mt in April 2019, and
from 190,478 mt in March 2018 to 117,978 mt in March 2019.

Since CRC prices continue to show weakness, buying organizations can continue to purchase as needed, as advised last month. Should prices increase
again, buyers should watch for regained sideways momentum and purchase on price dips.
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HDG

Market Commentary
U.S. HDG prices dropped as the month progressed, hitting a new low for 2019 and ending the month at around
$837/st, moving the metal into bear territory. Lead times remain between 5-7 weeks.

Chinese HDG prices ended the month lower at CNY 5,434/st. Like CRC, HDG prices weakened due to a supply glut in
the country that resulted from greater downstream production following a ban on blast furnace production.

According to recent provisional Kigures published by the U.S. Census Bureau, new single family home sales came in
at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 673,000 for the month of April, up 7% compared with April 2018, but down
by 6.9% when compared with March’s revised count of 723,000.

According to recent U.S. Census data, the value of total construction activity contracted in March by 0.9%, and
decreased by 0.8% when compared to March 2018. Residential construction spending declined by 8.4% when
compared with March one year ago, while nonresidential spending increased by 4.8%. Higher infrastructure
expenditures helped fuel the increase for nonresidential expenditures.

In May, U.S. auto sales remained weak based on an estimated 2.1% decline in sales compared with May one year
earlier. May sales will total around 1.56 million units. New car sales came in weaker than used car sales, dropping by
3.1% to 1.23 million new vehicles. Sales of used vehicles remains strong and Kinancing costs increased recently,
creating a challenging environment for retail car sales, in spite of general macroeconomic strength in the U.S.
market.

According to a release published by Cox Automotive, the May sales forecast calls for 1.54 million units sold.

Mid-size and compact car sales declined year on year by 11.8% and 11.3%, respectively, to 130,000 and 160,000
total units. Meanwhile, full-size pickup truck sales increased by 1.4% to 220,000 compared with May 2018. Compact
SUV/crossover vehicle sales declined by 1.9% to 280,000 units, while mid-size SUV/crossover vehicle sales
increased by 2.2% to 235,000.

While prices trend lower, buying organizations can purchase as needed. Should prices return to this month’s resistance level, this will signal prices
regained some momentum, moving at least sideways. Should that occur, buying organizations will want to watch the market carefully to purchase on price
dips.
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Market Commentary
Along with the other forms of steel, U.S. plate prices dropped signiKicantly. While plate prices have technically not yet
reached bear market status, buying organizations will want to pay careful attention to price movements over the next
couple of weeks.

Chinese plate prices held around CNY $3,946/st near month’s end, close in value to last month’s price.

Nucor stated during Kinancial reporting that Q2 performance will look similar to that of Q1 2019. While the company
expects weaker margins for plate and sheet, this should be offset by improving margins in structural and bar mill
products. The company also expects construction demand will pick up based on seasonal factors.

The U.S. Marines, with Huntington Ingalls Industries, started production on a new class of nuclear-powered submarine
expected to be completed in 2031. Construction of the lead ship, the USS Columbia, commenced May 23 with a
steel-cutting ceremony.

According to recent Kinancial reporting by John Deere, the company plans to lower output at some locations by as much
as 20% due to the current difKicult outlook for the agriculture industry. The company cited trade uncertainties, wet
weather conditions and African swine fever as the reasoning behind the planned production cuts. However, the company
maintains its longer-term outlook remains strong, with equipment sales expected to increase by 5% this year compared
to 2018.

British Steel collapsed this past month and Britain’s High Court May 22 ordered the company liquidated. Discussions
over a government bailout failed and the company went up for sale. The company will continue to operate while it seeks
a buyer.

Dalian settlement coking coal prices dropped late in the month to $322/mt after climbing throughout May from $336/mt
one day earlier.

Given weaker demand in Europe, analysts anticipate iron ore prices may come off recent highs soon.

The U.S. White House and Democratic congressional leaders announced their intention to launch an estimated $2 trillion
infrastructure plan which calls for new roads, bridges, power grids, water and broadband expansion. Planning fell apart
when Trump unilaterally placed the talks on hold while investigations on his business dealings continue to proceed.

Plate prices took a big drop this month. Therefore, buying organizations should still continue to hold off on long-term purchases, but can buy as needed.
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